Arms Full of Christmas

Music and Lyrics by Linda Hartman

As Christmas draws closer the weather turns frosty, and children go slide in the snow.
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I watch through the window as presents stacked up to their chins. They come with their arms full, their
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they build a snow-man and snow forts to fight off their foe, ______ I
hearts full of love__ with fruit-cake and candy in tins. ______ The

think back to times when we gathered up holly, to decorate mantle and
parents are loading their shopping carts higher, with things from the children's wish

hall. ______ Our arms were piled high with branches of green'ry and
list. ______ The teenagers make sure they hang up the mistle-toe
pine cones that fell in the fall. So someone just might get kissed. Whether we all had arms

piled high with snow balls, or loaded with holly and pine. It sealed with good wishes, Hang twinkling lights high up above. You

felt like we all had our arms full of Christmas and hearts full of feelings so feel Christmas joy when you fill up your arms with presents and people you
Our love.

Now as we write out our cards for the season we're wishing you love, hope, and cheer.

Here's hoping that you have your...
arms full of Christmas, and joy in the coming new year.

Joy in the coming New Year.